The curve-shift paradigm in self-stimulation.
Eleven rats were trained to press a lever in an operant chamber in order to earn rewarding trains of cathodal rectangular pulses of fixed intensity and variable frequency. The rate-frequency functions were examined under administration of two neuroleptics (pimozide and chlorpromazine) and three manipulations that interfered with bar pressing (muscular relaxation with methocarbamol, increased lever weight, and limitation of maximum response rates by an F1 reinforcement schedule). Chlorpromazine, and pimozide at low dosages produced a near parallel shift of the rate-frequency functions on the logarithmic axis of pulses, suggesting that these drugs decreased the reinforcing efficacy of the stimulation. The three conditions that interfered with bar-pressing decreased the asymptotic rates and produced small or moderate lateral shifts. Changes in the reinforcing efficacy of the stimulation following the above manipulations were inferred from the shift in the number of pulses required at zero and half-maximal performance (theta 0 and M50 indices, respectively). In the cases of the manipulations that interfered with bar-pressing, M50 indicated a larger artifactual change in the efficacy of the stimulation, compared to theta 0. This phenomenon was mainly due to the fact that the asymptote of the altered functions was shifted towards higher pulse numbers.